Automate Cloud &
DevOps Initiatives Across
All Phases

INTRODUCTION
DevOps and cloud computing get so much enterprise attention
and investment today, it’s easy to forget the important fact that
they are a means to an end. Businesses are not reorganizing
software development operations and redesigning IT infrastructures
for the sake of change. The end goal is to innovate faster.
DevOps and cloud infrastructure alone are not enough to reach
your digital innovation, acceleration and transformation goals. The
combination of DevOps and cloud changes a lot about how and
where work gets done, but not necessarily how quickly. To do that
– and to realize the full value of DevOps and cloud – organizations
need to automate as many of their development and operations
tasks as possible, in all development, testing and production
stages. Automation also needs to extend to any environment,
flowing easily across on-premises and multi-cloud infrastructure.

DEVOPS & CLOUD WHAT THEY MEAN
AND WHY THEY’RE IMPORTANT
DevOps is fast becoming a core competency required to
gain competitive advantage. At its most basic level, DevOps
is a team approach to drive agile modern application
development and operations to deliver high quality critical
digital business services.
Cloud services are fundamentally changing the way
applications are developed. The near ubiquitous, lowfriction access to cloud computing for developers, who can
literally access powerful computing resources at the touch
of a keystroke or swipe of a credit card, has fundamentally
altered the software development lifecycle (SDLC).

DevOps and cloud are also more than process and architectural
changes; they also present a culture change. They require
traditional IT organizations to give up some control and embrace a
collaborative culture with the lines-of-business and product teams.
By adding the key ingredient of automation to this new cultural
shift, organizations can get the most value from their DevOps and
cloud efforts.
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This e-book highlights how DevOps,
cloud and automation complement each
other in the build, test and run lifecycle
stages to speed innovation and digital
business agility.

WHAT’S DRIVING CLOUD AND
DEVOPS MOMENTUM?
Various studies suggest that between 50 to 75 percent of
enterprise organizations are now doing DevOps. Cloud
adoption is even higher. Both DevOps and cloud are maintaining
their strong adoption momentum, and the reasons are
interconnected. DevOps and cloud are becoming required
core competencies for enterprises to improve their agility and
responsiveness, and to introduce new products and services to
customers faster.

Some analysts say DevOps is driving cloud growth; others
postulate that cloud migration is driving DevOps. Either way, the
cloud is a valuable asset for DevOps programs, helping businesses
of all types to improve their speed and innovation.
DevOps and cloud are clearly better together. The synergy can be
stronger. Automation enhances the value of DevOps and cloud at
every stage of the software lifecycle – build, test and run.

DevOps improves the software development lifecycle (SDLC),
and cloud computing complements and enhances DevOps.
For example, having cloud infrastructure is great for almost
instantaneously delivering self-service dev and test environments
to developers. Making cloud resources available at the push of
a couple keystrokes saves developers the time of provisioning
their environments, and saves IT operations staff the burden
and expense of acquiring and maintaining the different hardware
and software required to serve the needs of the development
teams. Cloud has also found a valuable place in the production
stage of the lifecycle by giving companies an effectively unlimited
ability to scale the computing power and data storage needed to
run challenging applications like Big Data and Internet of Things
(IoT) analytics, and to run applications in an ephemeral way to
get to a “least-cost” operations model.
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AUTOMATE AT EVERY STAGE
At a high level, the software lifecycle has three fundamental phases:
build, test and run. DevOps and cloud are complementary at each
phase, and automation can be applied throughout to enhance their
benefits, as the following sections illustrate. Because automation
provides immediate and ongoing value, it should be treated as an
essential element of any DevOps or cloud initiative.

“ Thirty percent of companies cite

a lack of automation for
configurations and integrations
across the complete delivery cycle
as a top technical challenge.

“

—Forrester Consulting, “Continuous Delivery Mandates Automation, Testing, And Full Pipeline
Visibility”. October 2017
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BUILD
Modern applications require complex technology stacks that
can take considerable effort to create and configure. Cloud
technology has given developers unprecedented access to fully
configured, ready-to-run development environments in minutes
or hours, instead of the weeks or months required in the past.
Even complex application ecosystems like SAP can now be
provided to development teams almost instantaneously via the
cloud. Not only does this result in tremendous time savings, but
on-demand availability delivers equally massive cost reductions
by eliminating the need to keep systems running and reducing
risk of security exposure when they are not being used.
There are a tremendous variety of continuous integration/
continuous delivery (CI/CD) automation tools on the market
today. Many are open source and some are provided by
application and/or the cloud platform providers. Automating the
build phase of the SDLC with a code repository and build tool is
the critical first step in CI/CD automation.
Regardless of which tool set you prefer, there is still a gap or
blind spot in many DevOps processes – developers automate the
software build, but not how it runs. This is not an automation
tool shortcoming. Closing this gap requires a change in DevOps
thinking and an approach called Jobs-as-Code.

Jobs-as-Code injects production automation instrumentation
early into the development process. Today 93 percent
of respondents to a recent Forrester survey1 said they see
benefits to the Jobs-as-Code approach; 81 percent had
already started developing using Jobs-as-Code or were
planning to do so.

KEY CONCEPT JOBS-AS-CODE
In the Jobs-as-Code approach, developers and DevOps
engineers add the application instrumentation to the
development process at the same time as the business logic
– an example of what is commonly referred to as a
“shift-left” philosophy.
By coding the instrumentation (execution commands)
required to run the applications up front, and committing
that with the business logic into the build phase automation
tools, DevOps teams save time and ensure run-time
governance and performance is subjected to the rest of
the CI/CD automation tool chain. Jobs-as-Code can be used
with any DevOps or CI/CD tools.
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TEST
The ideal DevOps approach puts all the “creative” or manual
coding work up-front during the build phase, where the rest of
the SDLC is a fully automated pipeline. Automated testing
is mandatory to make that vision a reality, and the ability to
automatically build and tear down test environments is mandatory
to achieve automated testing. Here again, the cloud provides
unprecedented capabilities to instantiate test environments of
ever-increasing complexity as ideas become software and proceed
through the delivery pipeline.
To make the transition from test to production a non-event,
testing should be performed in an environment identical to
production. This was impossible in the past because testing was
commonly performed on a couple of servers with miniscule
amounts of data and few of the other technologies and
applications that make up the real production environment. With
cloud resources, test environments that replicate the scope and
complexity of production can be built quickly and cost-effectively,
with no long-term commitment. The cloud also makes it practical
to develop for and test on more environments, which ultimately
improves software ease-of-use and reliability, expanding the
addressable market.

Development and testing is the leading source of friction
between development and operations teams according to a
Forrester Research report2 , which noted: “Automated
provisioning of testing environments removes delays and
uncertainties, assuring configurations are deployed.” And
by taking a Jobs-as-Code approach, the application execution
instrumentation is included with the business logic improving
overall application testing and deployment into production.

There are ample opportunities to apply
automation to testing in DevOps environments,
but many are underutilized:
+

88% of organizations had adopted agile
development principles…

+ …but only

26% had broadly automated test

automation.

Source: SauceLabs “Testing Trends in 2016: A Survey of Software Professionals”
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RUN

CASE IN POINT

To meet the goal of increasing digital business agility by
introducing new applications and services, companies
frequently need additional infrastructure to run them. Since
applications spend most of their lives in the run phase of
the lifecycle, and because most applications are updated or
extended with new capabilities once in production, automation
in the run phase is a requirement.

Amadeus IT Group is the connection point conducting more
than 90 percent of global transactions between travel buyers,
providers, and sellers. At peak, it processes 55,000 transactions
per second. Its systems are used by more than 700 airlines,
almost 600,000 hotel properties, and hundreds of airport
operations, ground handling services, cruise, rail, and ferry
operators, car rental companies, and travel insurance providers.

But automating “run” can be a challenge, because the
production environment is increasingly complex and constantly
evolving. Today automation tools must be able to span
across an enterprise’s legacy and latest environments—from
mainframe to on-premises to multi-cloud infrastructure.
Application automation in production also means integrating
disparate data sources such as IoT, social media, and trading
partner files and orchestrating these within complex application
workflows from traditional core applications like billing and
supply chain to the most modern digital customer engagement
applications. Finally, automation must ensure that application
service delivery can be analyzed, predicted and computing
resources and be automatically adjusted if needed to ensure
SLA and compliance requirements are met.

Amadeus is introducing DevOps and moving applications to a
private cloud. It has automated daily execution for 300,000 jobs.
“The level of workload and file transfer automation provided by
Control-M has enabled Amadeus to successfully meet stringent
SLAs for nearly two decades despite rapid growth and the
skyrocketing demand for greater mobility and faster transaction
speeds,” says Michael Spruck of Amadeus IT Group. “We’ve
been able to absorb significant growth without a corresponding
increase in resources.”
Learn more about how cloud, DevOps and automation are
helping Amadeus at www.bmc.com/blogs/amadeus-shapesthe-future-of-travel-with-devops-and-cloud/

That is what enterprise DevOps, cloud and automation
programs need to support today. They also need the flexibility
to support requirements that may emerge tomorrow.
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CONCLUSION
Cloud is a valuable resource for giving enterprises the flexibility
and scalability they need to harness emerging technologies and
respond to changing business conditions. DevOps helps create the
agility and speed needed to take advantage of these opportunities.
Cloud and DevOps create value in the modern, digital business
environment, and they add value to each other. However, neither
DevOps nor the cloud inherently address the challenge of
improving digital business speed and agility by getting development
and production teams to work together faster and more efficiently.
Automation enhances the value of DevOps and cloud-based
innovation programs by making it possible to expand the scale and
velocity and production quality.
To learn more about how to bring cloud, DevOps and
automation together in your business and IT environment, visit
www.bmc.com/control-m and download Leveraging Control-M
to Exploit Cloud Technology and DevOps Methodology.

Forrester Consulting “Continuous Delivery Mandates Automation, Testing, And Full Pipeline
Visibility” October 2017
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About BMC
BMC helps customers run and reinvent their businesses with open, scalable, and modular solutions to complex IT problems. Bringing
both unmatched experience in optimization and limitless passion for innovation to technologies from mainframe to mobile to cloud
and beyond, BMC helps more than 10,000 customers worldwide reinvent, grow, and build for the future success of their enterprises.
BMC is a global leader in innovative software solutions that enable businesses to transform into digital
enterprises for the ultimate competitive advantage. Our Digital Enterprise Management solutions are designed
BMC—The
Multi-Cloud
www.bmc.com
to fast track digital
business fromManagement
mainframe to mobile Company.
to cloud and beyond.
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